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REGARDING BOATS
from Dusk Stars

Over the years I’ve come to note
that life is strangely like a boat
whose captainship we first received
upon that breath that we first breathed.

All boats at first appear the same,
all fit with starboard, stern, and name,
a hull to keep the water out,
a crew to man it, firm and stout.

But life does not the same boat give,
a fact that you will oft relive
while sailing out upon your sea
to manifest your destiny.

Some go by dinghy, some by yacht,
neither content in what they’ve got,
more focused on the boat besides
than what the new horizon hides.

While others simply lift their sails
a slave to where the wind compels
who find their vessel always lost
within the ocean never crossed.
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Another quits their captainship
and hopes that while upon their trip
another ship will guide their way
in where they go, they have no say.

A fraction never even board
nor move their boat from where it’s stored,
as fearfully they watch the sea
forgetting where ships ought to be.

Most leave strong from out the docks,
though some will come upon the rocks
and crash, to blame their ship and crew
for all the things they’d wished they’d knew.

But I hold dear the ones who go
to the horizon, even though
they fear the sea, and curse the tide,
but still they know they must decide
on where their ship must finally land
(regardless of the voyage planned)
so when they hear their final bell
they can stand proud, for they did well.

And now you, Captain. What’s your say?
Where do you sail your boat this day?
Are you at port, or lost at sea,
or where you think your boat should be?



MY FATHER’S BIRTHDAY
from Blue Seasons

Today is my father’s birthday
or, it would have been.

(Do dead people celebrate birthdays?
When they go to blow out the candle,
do they summon a dramatic
gust of wind
from a nearby window
to blow out their candle,
while also scaring any superstitious people nearby?)

We would meet up for dinner and cake.
I bet he would make fun of my beard.
The little patch
on the right side of my chin
where hair doesn’t grow,
tracing it with his finger,
laughing
because he can’t grow hair in that same spot either.

Maybe this would have been the year
he started looking old.
The benefit of being dead
when you’re young is that
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everyone
will always remember you
as being young and attractive
not old and wrinkled and splotchy
spider-web veins across your hands
forgetting where you put the car keys.
You can stay young and invincible
forever.

Anyway.

We would make small talk about
our jobs
the people we work for
how awful some of our coworkers are
and how strange the world’s become.
We’d order dessert
(even though we’d both be full already)
not because we want it
but because traditions are important.
He’d blow out the candle
wish for something silly
and we’d hug before getting in our
separate cars
and heading in different directions
into the night.

That’s what would have happened,
probably.
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Instead, I’m going to go home early
grab some takeout
and sit on the touch, eating dinner
with the clear-skinned lady
from the acne commercial
and the newscasters with serious faces
and idly trace my finger
along the right side of my chin
in the patch where the hair doesn’t grow.



POEM FOR THE PREMATURELY OLD
from Dusk Stars

Other men will try to scheme
a million different ways
to get you into bed and to
attract and hold your gaze.
But I’m not merely interested
in such a narrow view.
The thing I’d rather try to do
is to grow old with you.

At night I lay in bed and think,
while holding back a yawn,
of driving to the grocery store
left blinker always on.
We’ll do a steady twenty under,
straddling both lanes,
ignoring all their honks as we’re
comparing phantom pains,
and we’ll wonder why they’re speeding
and just where they need to go.
The only place we want to be
is holding hands, like so.

We’ll break our hips and rest our eyes and
sit out in the garden,
and yell at kids across the street
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who’ll never beg our pardon
as they laugh and play and wonder why
we’re so content just sitting,
content in knowing who we are,
a love so unremitting.

And when our days are done and it is
time for one to die,
we’ll be content in knowing
that there is no need to cry
because we spent those waking moments
with the one that we loved best,
watching television wearing
matching knitted vests
complaining of arthritis,
shuffling slowly ‘round the house,
as you straighten out my bow tie
and I pick lint off your blouse.

I know this is not sexy.
It does not sound appealing
to think about your golden years,
but girl, if you are feeling
like it might be an adventure,
then let’s do the things I’ve planned,
and know, when it’s your time to go,
I’ll be there to hold your hand.



BLANKET FORT
from Blue Seasons

Let’s build a blanket fort,
just you and I
Nothing else worked,
let’s give this thing a try
We don’t have to talk
Just let moments roll by
I won’t mind if you laugh
I don’t mind if you cry
I’ll grab all the pillows,
you strip all the beds
Silk stars at our feet and 
silk stars overhead
If you want, we can use
the good linens instead?
Put your hand in my hand,
use my chest for your bed
Hide your body in blankets,
dry your eyes on the walls
You can whisper me secrets
or say little at all
I’ll ask of you nothing,
I’ll come at your call
to this fortress so gentle
if ever you fall.



RIVER ROCKS
from Dusk Stars

You are a river rock,
not a jewel.
A jewel is beautiful, yes,
but a jewel’s value exists
only in the context
of the beauty it brings.
Jewels are meant to be displayed
upon other beautiful things
or in a museum,
where a passerby can say,
“Oh, how beautiful,”
before returning to their day.
You are a river rock,
not a jewel,
worn smooth and cool
by water’s gentle hand
and whose imperfections show
upon your face.
Your beauty is plain
and honest
and because of it you will always exist
in the current
alive
and not inside a glass case
in a museum
perfect but stationary.



THE POP SONGS HAVE IT WRONG
from Blue Seasons

The pop songs have it wrong.
I did not love you at first sight and,
speaking frankly,
I doubt it happens like that at all.
If it does happen, it happens
like lightning striking a person:
only rarely
and mostly to the outstanding.
No, I love you as a verb --
you know, an action word --
like ‘trying’, as in the sentence,
“I am trying to not get mad at you
for doing the thing I asked you
not to do just a minute ago,”
or like ‘thinking’, as in the sentence,
“I am thinking about how much easier
this would be without you here
messing it up,”
or like ‘praying’, as in the sentence,
“I am praying you never leave
because I love you, I need you,
I’m sorry.”
The books and movies have it wrong too.
Loving you isn’t easy,
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it’s hard work, and like most hard work,
there are times I would rather work
somewhere else
because doing so would ask less of me today,
but I have done lots of
easy things in my life, and,
in the completion of which have found
that so few of them are
satisfying
in the way
that the truly difficult things are.
I’ll tell you who has it right:
the elderly.
The couple who first met each other
about the same time that God
got interested in landscaping
and have fought and scrapped for
every inch they’ve taken with each other.
They’ll tell you how hard it is
to fight for those little inches
while still devotedly
miraculously
holding hands.
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